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Rape, Sexual Inequality, and
Levels of Violence
Julia Schwendinger and Herman Schwendinger
Adapted by permission from Julia and Herman Schwendinger, "Rape,
Sexual Inequality and Levels of Violence," Crime and Social Justice 16
(19811; 3-32.

I. SEXUAL INEQUALITY AND MODE OF
PRODUCTION
Bring a group of knowledgeable anthropologists into
one room for a serious discussion of violence against women, and the
interchange begins with the realization that sexual inequality is entirely
rooted in historical conditions (Caulfield, 1978). In light of the historical
variations in sexual equality, the so-called "perpetual" battle between the
sexes becomes a myth without substance.
Women were not (as Brownmiller[1975] says) subjugated by men in the
dawn of time. Anthropologist Eleanor Leacock describes numerous
archaic societies in which the status of women was autonomous or equal
to men. Her work on the Montagnais-Labradore tribes uses the chronicles
vvritten by a seventeenth-century Jesuit priest, Father Paul Le Jeune, to
show how the French colonials imposed sexual inequality and patriarchal family relationships on a society that had never known such
relationships before (Leacock, 1975; Leacock and Goodman,1976).
On the other hand, the use of rape as a mode of controlling women, in
addition to other violent measures, has been reported by anthropological
studies. In some societies, for example, rape is institutionalized to keep a
woman in her place after other measures fail to restrict her sexual
activities. In Mundugamor, says Margaret Mead (1963:219): "A woman of
equal violence [to the excessively violent men] who continuously tries to
attach new lovers and is insatiable in her demands, may in the end be
handed over to another community to be communally raped."
The Iatmul headhunters also call in their age mates to rape their wives
into submission (Mead, 1969:76). Anthropologist Gayle Rubin (1975:163)
generalizes: "In the Amazon valley of the New Guinea highlands, women
are frequently kept in their place by gang rape when the ordinaIY
mechanisms of masculine intimidation prove insufficient; 'We tame our
women with the banana,' said one Mundurucu man."
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We notice, however, that this form of rape exists in societies that are
violent in other respects. Among the Mundugamor, according to Mead,
the punishment for a man who exceeds the norms of violence is death; he
may be killed treacherously during an intertribal battle or a member of his
tribe may kill him directly (Mead, 1963:219). The Mundurucu and Iatmul
provide further evidence that institutionalized rape is usually embedded
historically in supremacist, warlike cultures (Mead, 1969:77, 115, 117;
Bateson, 1958:59-72, 138-41). Consequently it is possible that the adoption of rape is partly determined by the general level of violence in these
societies.
The economies of such male supremacist tribes figure importantly,
though not universally, in creating the level of violence. Often the tribes
are distinguished by patrilineal estates or individual male property
ownership. While, allegedly, tribes like the headhunting Mundurucu
were extremely violent traditionally (Murphy, 1960), in other tribes,
violence may be a function of their production for exchange which, in
some cases, includes production for capitalist markets. Furthermore,
while some of these tribes may not be internally divided by social classes
or characterized by private property ownership, their relations with
neighboring groups may be antagonistic. They engage in raids and
militaIY campaigns, and at times, their violence is directed toward
capturing wealth, tribute, natural resources, or children, or toward the
abduction of slaves, especially women. In this context, wars are, at least in
part, economic policy. Further, some societies with sexual inequality are
based on "lineage systems" which concentrate economic resources and
surplus goods in the hands of male elders. Even though they are not yet
class societies, exploitative developments move them in this direction
!Dupre and Rey, 1980; Meillasoux, 1980J.
The appreciation of the effects of socioeconomic relations on sexual
inequality directs our attention to a comparative study by Karen Sacks
11975), an anthropologist. Sacks contends that sexual inequality varies
greatly depending upon socioeconomic relations. (We will describe her
study in the first section of this chapter.) Her thesis will be extended to
suggest that within the context of modes of production and their
articulation, both property relations and a woman's participation in
social production affect her status in differing degrees.1 Furthermore, we
will hypothesize that the general level of violence in the societies studied
is also associated with their modes of production and degree of sexual
inequality, although this association is not necessarily invariant. 2 In the
second part of this article, we will test our hypothesis by examining
evidence of violence in the same four African societies studied by Sacks.
We will be particularly interested in demonstrating that exploitative
modes of production culminating in precapitalist class societies produce
sexual inequality along with the production or intensification of violence
in general,3 Finally, the third and concluding part of our discussion will
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deal with the social mechanisms, operating in societies dominated by
commodity relationships, that make violence against women appear to
be derived spontaneously from the nature of men.
The four tribes: modes of production and iilutonomy

As indicated, sexual inequality varies depending upon the dominant
mode of production within a society. Sacks prepared a fascinating
account of changes in sexual relations ranging from enviable equality to
the subjugation of women in four African societies. She selected the four
from anthropological writings on East and South Africa, ensuring that the
sexual, economic and political data were adequate and comparable. The
societies ranged from the highly egalitarian Mbuti of Zaire to the inegalitarian class society of the Baganda in Uganda. She included the Lovedu
and Mpondo of South Africa because their egalitarianism falls between
the others. Sacks analyzed each of these societies, modifying but keeping
in mind Engels's theory of sexual inequality and class relations. (Engels
[1975J attributed the emergence of sexual inequality to the rise of social
classes and their institutions, the family, private property, and the state.)
The Mbuti are a simple forest people who, like prehistoric societies,
survive chiefly by hunting and gathering the necessities of life. They live
communally in family households, but both sexes collect and process
necessities for direct use by the entire band. Thus they have an "economy
of use," according to Sacks (1975:221).
The Mbuti sexual relations are completely egalitarian. There are no
sexist standards, and the Mbuti marriage, for instance, does not restrict a
woman's authority over her work, her children, or her socializing.
Woman's labor is "public labor": it is not confined to the immediate
family household but contributes to the entire band's survival.
The Lovedu, on the other hand, illustrate a contradictory set of
relations. Because of their patrilineal organization, women are discriminated against in domestic life, especially in relation to property ownership and transfer of family resources. Also, women are subject to some
restrictions based on their reproductive capacity, on menstruation,
pregnancy, and adultery. However, women are not wards of men and
even within the household they enjoy some degree of independence.
The relations outside the home scene deny extensive patrilineal
discrimination. Lovedu women are powerful in tribal political life. They
hold political office, officiate at certain religious rituals, and participate in
political decisions and settlement of disputes. And, like the Mbuti, both
sexes among the Lovedu give and receive food, an activity that is the
material basis for exercising political power.
Lovedu women have personal autonomy outside of domestic life. One
measure of their freedom and independence is that women and men
regularly participate in most of the same social activities. Women exercise
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independent choice with regard to marital and extramarital sex and
divorce. Regarding extramarital affairs, the Lovedu, like the Mbuti, have a
single, not a double standard.
Significantly, unlike the Mbuti, the Lovedu society is organized around
patrilineal family estates and male ownership of property. On the other
hand, like the Mbuti, the Lovedu have an economy of use. Furthermore, the
existing sexual and social restrictions on women's activities are weakly
enforced or limited. Despite their patrilineal restrictions, the Lovedu, Sacks
concludes, are predominantly egalitarian (Sacks, 1975:222-23).
The Mpondo is a male supremacist society with deep antagonisms. For
example, Mpondo men view their own extramarital affairs as right and
proper; yet, they define the women's affairs as immoral. The women have
an adult status outside the home although their domestic status is that of
a ward. Thus, with regard to domestic authority and inheritance of the
marital estate, the Mpondo men actively discriminate against women in
domestic life. But it should be noted that this discrimination is limited. It
does not extend to divorce, socializing by women, or a woman's right to
represent herself in legal proceedings.
Notably, the Mpondo women work in a use economy. Their labor is
social because they produce for persons outside their immediate family
group. The men, on the other hand, while working in the agricultural-use
economy, also raise cattle, make war, and raid other communities for
livestock. Most of their warlike activity is based on conflicts over cattle
and grazing land. Like the Lovedu, patrilineal estates are characteristic of
the Mpondo, but, unlike the Lovedu, Mpondo men are partly engaged in
an early form of production for commodity exchange centered around
cattle, according to Sacks.
Now, let us turn to the fourth tribe. Compared with the Mpondo,
commodity relations among the Baganda are far more developed. Organized as a patrilineal class society where both men and women are
exploited, the Baganda subsist on hoe agriculture, but they primarily
produce for exchange (Roscoe, 1965). Economic individualism is also very
important because a man's economic interests are less subordinated to
family obligations than they are in the other tribes.
Sexism among the Baganda prevails everywhere. The Baganda
woman's status is strictly that of wife and ward. Women are unequivocally subordinated to husbands in marital and extramarital relations. A
man can kill his wife for adultery, but she has little recourse if the
situation is reversed. Nor can women represent themselves in legal
proceedings. A male guardian brings a woman's case to court; moreover,
since he is held responsible for her conduct, he receives compensation
for wrongs done to her.
With the Baganda, moreover, "women's work" is individual production
for household use. Women do not engage in social labor that extends
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outside the immediate household. Also, women are excluded from a
major portion of social activities given by patrons or state officials.
When Roscoe's observations were made, the Baganda tribe was organized as a kingdom where the king's wives, sisters, and daughters had
privileges, such as economic power and freedom from work, which
distinguished them from peasant women; but even they were subordinated to the men of their station. Peasant women, of course, were
exposed to class as well as sexual oppression, and they had no access to
political positions which were available to their husbands.
At the opposite end of the scale from the Mbuti, the Baganda have
individual male ownership of private property, domestication of women's
labor, an economy based on production for exchange, social class
relations, and sexual discrimination in every sphere oflife.

Social labor, private property, and mode Ilf production
With this capsule portrait of the four tribes, we can return to Sacks's
analysis. Her study seeks the causes of sexual inequality in the different
types of socioeconomic formations. Her work is extremely valuable
because it clearly demonstrates that sexual discrimination cannot be
understood simply as a monolithic and universal phenomenon. Sexual
discrimination may be nonexistent, it may be restricted to certain
spheres of life, or it may extensively permeate every aspect of a society.
Analyzing this variation, Sacks focuses sharply on discrete socioeconomic conditions. In this research, she finds that sexual discrimination is
correlated with commodity exchange. The Baganda's economy is based
chiefly on commodity e((change, and as a result, women are sharply
restricted everywhere in life. The Mpondo men engage mostly in commodity relations and to a lesser extent in production for use. While they
actively discriminate in domestic affairs, there is less discrimination
outside the home. The Mbuti and Lovedu, however, whose economic
lives focus for the most part on production for use, are predominantly
egalitarian.
Sacks emphasizes another discrete relation. Participation in production for use for a social unit larger than the immediate members of the
family seems especially significant to women's autonomy. The Mbuti and
Lovedu women engage in this extended form of social production and
they have an independent adult status. This production among Mpondo
women also supports some degree of independence outside the domestic sphere. Among the Baganda, however, women's labor is totally
restricted to the private household, and their status reflects this. They do
not have autonomy but are only wards ofthe men.
On the other hand, private property is less important to Sacks's
intertribal analysis. Although she agrees with Engels that, in general,
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women in nonclass societies stand in a more equal relation to men, she
stresses the exclusion of women from social production beyond the
immediate family as being more important than private property for
determining their independence. She says, "It follows that a society
would have to exclude women from public labor or in some way
denigrate women's performance of such labor in order to deny them
social adulthood for any length of time (Sacks, 1975:229).
Here for the first time, on the issue of private property, we diverge
somewhat from Sacks's explanation. We feel that a mode of production
cannot be completely defined by such concepts as "production for use"
or "exchange," because these concepts refer to commodity circulation
and consumption relations and do not directly denote the social aspects
of production relations. The question of how goods are produced must
also be addressed. For instance, in later English feudalism, an "independent mode of production was expanded among small farmers and
artisans, and it involved both production for household use and petty
commodity exchange. This mode was supported by private property
relations because small farmers and artisans owned their own farms,
tools, and workshops. Nevertheless, since its social production relations
were organized primarily around the cooperative labor of household
members, this mode of production was not necessarily exploitative.
Furthermore, more than one mode of production may exist in a socioeconomic formation, and one of them is often dominant. In addition to the
independent mode, the dominant "feudal mode of production in Western Europe entailed the extraction of the agricultural surplus (in the form
of labor or rent) directly from peasant producers by landlords. Moreover,
that extraction did not occur through commodity exchange but rather as
a result of the authority-political, ideological, and legal-which the
ruling class was able to exercise over its subject class. Political authority
was backed by a military caste, ideological authority emphasized the
serfs oath of fealty, and legal authority was founded in the private
ownership of land.
We suggest that private property relations, under certain circumstances, may actually outweigh women's role in social production.
However, first we note that the concept of private property cannot stand
alone in our analysis, because the effects of property relations on women
depend on the mode of production. A comparison of property relations
within the four tribes will make this clear. For instance, the Mpondo and
Bagandas, but not the Mbuti and Lovedu, have private property relations
linked to exploitative modes of production. They exploit others through
raiding and warring or by their class relations. Even though the Mpondo
may not now be internally divided by social classes, their raiding and
warring over cattle are extensions of economic life that represent one of
the earliest forms of exploitation. 4 Along with class exploitation, this
II

II

II
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forcible appropriation of property, and thereby the exploitation of others,
influences the difference in degree of sexual equality between the former
and the latter tribes.
By comparison, where the mode of production is nonexploitative,
private property relations may be limited and may have little effect on
women's status. Lovedu production, for example, is not exploitative. The
Lovedu breed cattle, but uses of this property are not what one might
expect. Cattle are not raised for trade but for such family use as doW!)'.
Moreover, women as well as men own the cattle that bind the family
groups into a network of reciprocal relations through marriage.
E. 1. Krige and 1. D. Krige (1943), the anthropological husband-and-wife
team who spent more than a decade studying the Lovedu, note, "Cattle
are individually owned by both men and women, but the kind of
ownership, except in the case of some 15 percent, is entirely different
from what we understand by the word. For the vast majority of cattle are
linked to the chain of munywalo (bride-price) exchanges and as such the
individual's rights over them are subject to many restrictions. The
primary value to the Natives of cattle is not economic, but social."5 It is
not surprising, therefore, that the Lovedu property relations are not
strictly governed by patrilineal norms and that certain aspects of these
property relations as well as the dominant mode of production support
women's authority in most spheres oflife.6
Let us speculate for a moment, however, on the interrelations that
might increase the small degree of sexual inequality among the Lovedu.
First, inequality might be extended if two new factors were to evolve in
the patrilineal estates. These factors are (1) a mode of production based
mainly on the exploitation of individual Lovedu or neighboring people,
and (2) the kind of private property relations that safeguard this mode of
production. (As evidence that inequality might increase, we note that
among the Mpondo males, where the economy was partly based on these
relations, the amount of sexual discrimination was greater.) Second, if
these economic changes were to occur, the emergence of a state based on
exploitative class relations would then also be possible; moreover, it
would be controlled by the wealthier estates as the Baganda situation
implies. Under such conditions, male supremacy would become generalized to the remaining spheres of Lovedu liife?
Furthermore, such speculation is not unrelated to evolving socioeconomic realities. Originally, the traditional Lovedu sexual division of labor
was not uneven. The Kriges say, "Both men and women hoed, weeded
and reaped. Only men cleared the forest but against this only women
cultivated certain crops, such as groundnuts. The old pattern is still more
or less maintained at least in principle." But, and more to the point, the
Kriges observed in the early 1940s that economic life among the Lovedu
was beginning to change. The men were becoming engaged in plough
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agriculture for cash crops and in work as laborers in nearby settlements,
while the women were maintaining the agrarian production for use
based on hoe agriculture.
The Kriges (1943:37-38) point to results of these departures from
tradition: "Crops specially planted by women tend to fall behind in the
race. Women do most of the hoeing today, and their labour, valuable as it
is on the steep slopes and among the stones, cannot keep pace with the
plough. Moreover, men make the modem gardens by the sides of streams
[where fuITOWS can be irrigated and the plough can cut more easily], and
the mong beans, groundnuts, and native potatoes which the women
planted disappear before the advance of European vegetables. This is as
yet not a great change, because there are very few of these gardens, and it
is far beyond present resources to construct irrigation furrows." The pace
of economic change among the Lovedu, therefore, depend upon numerous factors-the availability of forces of production, of animals, implements, and wage labor, and the development of markets for the new
European crops.
Yet, if these changes should increase, the division oflaborbetween the
sexes may grow more uneven (with women performing a greater share of
the traditional labor), especially with the decline of other male work
activities, such as hunting, because of South African government restrictions. In addition, the women are still subject to monotonous labor, but
the younger men are beginning to feel that hoeing is women's work and
that the men pull their weight if they go out periodically to earn wages,
plough the field, and build the huts.
Finally, an important change is that some of the Lovedu have converted to Christianity and have migrated to the towns. The Kriges
(1943:58) say, "The Christians are notable ... because ... they have eagerly
accepted whatever differentiates them from their heathen brothers. They
are competitive, money conscious; they exploit their brothers." The
Christians are squarely integrated into the South African-capitalistmode of production.
In short, numerous factors are changing because of the articulation
between a capitalist mode of production and the precapitalist mode that
tradition characterized Lovedu society. The Lovedu mode appears to
have been somewhat preserved, yet it is undergoing very gradual decay in
the face of South African economic developments. 8 Eventually the traditional mode of production among the Lovedu may disappear entirely.
Consequently, one can conclude from the direction of these developments that the effects of property relations cannot be evaluated without
reference to the differences and changes in precapitalist modes of
production and how they are articulated with capitalist relations.
Now, another part of Sacks's analysis may be modified. We would point
out that these differences in modes of production must also be consid-
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ered in evaluating women's participation in labor for people beyond the
immediate family (i.e., sociallaborl. In a "use economy," which is based
on primitive communism, as in the case of the Mbuti, there is a direct
relation between women's social labor and their autonomy. However,
under other modes of production, social labor hardly affects their status.
For instance, in slave modes of production, enslaved women labor in the
fields alongside men, but this labor does not make them independent.
They remain the slave owner's property, and their participation in social
production is itself a condition of their servitude.
Consequently, if property relations refer to who owns the means of
production, the products of labor, labor power, or even who owns the
laborer, then private property relations enter into the determination of
women's status despite their participation in productive activities extending beyond the family.
Furthermore, in pre capitalist and capitalist societies, property relations need not affect women's status negatively. In fact, where individual
women are able to own the means of production, in addition to the
products of their labor, their status is usually increased. For example,
wherever precapitalist forms of commodity production prevail, women's
independence is heightened by their ability to own and sell as well as
produce cash crops, by their owning, selling, and processing foodstuffs,
and by their merchandising other commodities that they have not
produced at allY Also, under capitalism, Ithe independence that workingclass women achieve from employment may stem more from their status
as private owners of labor power (a commodity salable for cash) and the
earnings from the exchange of this power, than from their participation in
commodity production per se.lO
When we compare some of the characteristics of the two variables,
ownership of commodities and participation in production, we can see
why one contributes more to status than the other. The sale of commodities results in money income, a readily observable value contributing to
autonomy, while the underlying values of social production activities are
hidden from view due to the complicated and indirect social relations on
which they are based. These indirect relations are experienced by people
only as relations between people on the one hand and salable things on
the other.!1 Since status appears to be based merely on commodity
ownership and money, a worker's contribution to production cannot
usually be observed in terms other than money earnings. Therefore, the
fact of participation in social production alone does not have the same
social psychological effect that property relations have.
In other words, depending upon the mode of production or its
articulation with other modes, both property relations and a woman's
participation in social production affect her status in society, in differing
degrees. They may support either sexual equality or inequality depend-
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ing upon the concrete modes of production within which they operate.
Usually it is the mode of production that informs us about who owns or
controls women's ability to labor. It determines both the products of their
labor and the means of production that are used to create these
products. And it is the mode of production that informs us of how
independence is dynamically related to the nature of property relations
as well as woman's participation in social production outside of her
immediate family.

II. LEVELS OF VIOLENCE AND SOCIAL FORMATIONS
In Part I we suggested a positive correspondence between sexual inequality and violence in certain socioeconomic formations. 12 We were also
interested in determining whether expoitative modes of production,
culminating in precapitalist class societies, have produced or intensified
violence while increasing sexual inequality. Before our hypotheses are
tested, however, let us first discuss some theoretical issues. These issues
emerge because the theories stimulated by Engels's work do not invariably unlock the secrets of sexual inequality. Also, we shall see that
attempts to deal with these issues relate to rape and other forms of
violence.
The problems with the evolutionary theories are evident. Since they
are highly general explanations of sexual inequality, such theories are
conceived abstractly and independently of countervailing influences.
They can only shed light on general social changes and are not meant to
cover every historical instance. Consequently, although these theories
seem to deal well with global changes, contradictory instances still
remain.
Further, even the critics of anthropologists like Leacock, recognize that
egalitarian societies deteriorated much more rapidly than inegalitarian
societies under the destructive impact of colonialism (Godelier, 1981:8-9).
After contact with the world economic systems created by class societies,
few social systems with a high degree of sexual equality remain. Since
male domination is the rule today, tribal societies that contradict evolutionary theories are easy to find, while positive examples are, by now,
relatively rare.
Thus, there are inegalitarian tribes and bands that seem to have none
of the characteristics that Engels felt were necessary to the original
development of sexual inequality. For instance, the Mundurucu, who
lived in the savannas of the Amazon basin, engaged in horticulture and
hunting during the contact period. They had no private property in the
means of production and no social classes or state apparatus. The
Mundurucu relations of production were organized communally, and
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food was distributed to each according to need. Finally, Mundurucu
women participated in production beyond their immediate households;
yet, contemporary anthropology implies that they were still dominated
by men. Reports about the traditional culture of the Mundurucu men
suggest that they were male supremacists despite the apparent absence
of virtually every economic relations important to evolutionary interpretations of sexual inequality.
Maurice Godelier (1981) has made such contradictions the basis for
discounting the importance of Leacock's obseIVations of societies where
women have autonomy. He states (Godelier,1981:10) that "men have so far
dominated power in the last analysis," and their dominant position is
due to several causes. First, men were more mobile in hunting and
gathering societies than women, and this difference encouraged men to
become hunters. The sexual division of labor led men to adopt a
"differential value system" which set "a higher value on men's activity
insofar as it involved greater risks of losing one's life and greater glory in
taking life." Cooking, by comparison, was not valued so highly since "both
sexes can perform" it (12).
Second, men assumed a dominating position in order to force women
to "reproduce the life that maintains the group," that is, by bearing and
raising children who become productive social beings. They also required dominance to force women to marry into and live with another
group (patrilocality), thereby establishing reciprocal relations among
families (12-14).
There are other parts of Godelier's theory that might be mentioned; for
example, the ban on incest allegedly exists because it aids survival (by
compelling families to establish reciprocal relations), and the ideology of
male supremacy is based partly on ego defense mechanisms. Men
compensate for their inability to bear children by elevating their roles as
hunters and warriors and by denigrating the roles of women.
In sum, Godelier's functionalist theory regards male domination as a
means for optimizing the chances for social survival when natural
resources are scarce.13 Sexual inequality, therefore, arises to preseIVe the
lives and well-being of humankind. A "society" is thus able to "survive"
because men dominate women with regard to childbearing (the creation
of "living labor") and with regard to the establishment of supportive
joint-family relations. Presumably, women are unable or indisposed to
engage wholeheartedly in the reproduction of producers and kinship
relations without male domination.
Besides having to force women to reproduce and raise children, male
violence against women appears, in this context, because women resist
being controlled. Violence also arises, according to Godelier, when
solidary kinship relations disintegrate. Out of this social disorganization
there emerges "raiding, rape, war and expropriation" (Godelier, 1981:15).
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Even though Godelier considers himself a Marxist, in our opinion his
theory is composed of a melange of Durkheimian and Freudian ideas
which, besides having factual shortcomings, are susceptible to the same
kinds of criticism that plague other structural-functional theories.1 4 First,
this criticism refers to "equifunctional alternatives" that are egalitarian
and that would have enabled a given "society" to survive equally well.
Second, the alternatives posed by such questions undermine the facile
structural-functional assumptions that certain relations, such as prostitution, monogamy, male supremacy, social classes, or the state, are
necessary for the survival of society.
Inquiring into equifunctional alternatives, one would ask whether
Mundurucu women really needed to be dominated by men to reproduce
tribal existence. Why couldn't the women easily achieve the same results
by ensuring cooperation among their own sex? After all, most women are
just as intelligent, capable, and interested as most men in conceiving of
the need for establishing mutual aid among families and ensuring the
survival of their tribe, their children, and their kin.
Second, why should any violence, male or female, be pitted against
women to achieve this purpose? Intratribal violence is exceptional
among tribes like the Mbuti or Lovedu. Couldn't female persuasion,
ridicule, shame, and even banishment perform the same social control
function? After such questions are asked, Godelier's theory seems extremely unconvincing and hopelessly androcentric.
Furthermore, Godelier, for all practical purposes, virtually ignores the
extent to which the world economic system, introduced by early mercantile and capitalist developments, transformed tribal societies. True, he
mentions that colonialism affected egalitarian societies adversely, but
this awareness plays no role in his theory. Certainly, with regard to the
Mundurucu, one should inquire whether it was perhaps the European
penetration of the Amazon valley that produced inequality rather than
any general necessity to control the fertility of women.
What were the effects of the colonial penetration of the Amazon valley?
As indicated, conventional accounts of the Mundurucu suggest that they
have always been warlike; yet this impression seems to have originated
mainly from their furious attacks, in 1770, against Portuguese settlements
along the shores of the Amazon. Robert Murphy (1960:29) writes that this
period also witnessed an epic attack by the Mundurucu into the State of
Maranhao, an amazing five hundred miles away. These attacks would
suggest that some extraordinmy events had provoked the Mundurucu
either by offending their sense of justice or their need for survival; but
unfortunately, curiosity about these possibilities is nowhere expressed by
Murphy. (Such possible events will be suggested shortly.! We are informed, however, that a short twenty-five years later, in 1795, the governor
of Para, using superior weapons, directed a successful military counter-
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expedition against the Mundurucu, thus establishing colonial supremacy
by force; and this was followed by contact with Jesuit missionaries. As
they migrated closer to "civilized settlements" for trade, the Mundurucu
continued, for a time, to engage in warfare with other tribes.
Other decisive turning points in the relations with the Portuguese took
place when the Mundurucu were enlisted by the colonizers to help quell
other Indian tribes. Recognizing the militmy superiority of the Europeans,
the Mundurucu joined them and became mercenaries throughout the
nineteenth century. Their military activities waned, however, as the area
was pacified and as the Amazon valley became progressively assimilated
into a more developed, capitalist, colonial economy. By 1852, as this
assimilation proceeded, the Mundurucu in the lower Tapajos River region
lost their cohesiveness and became fragmented. From the last half of the
nineteenth century into the twentieth cenhlry, through trade in farinha and
through the penetration of capitalist rubber-gathering enterprises, the
upper river Mundurucu were also assimilated. Rubber companies, expanding rapidly, as early as 1860 in the lower parts of the Tapajos River,
eventually overran all resistance to their domination of the regional
economy. (There is even a case of the dismissal of a Jesuit priest whose
mission was shut down, because he urged the Indians to monopolize their
rubber production in order to avoid exploitation by Brazilian business
interests [Murphy, 1960:41].) By the twentieth century the Mundurucu in
the upper river region had become integrated into plantation networks
headed by patrones who were part of the economic system established by
Brazilian descendants of the Portuguese ruling class.
During this entire period, the Mundurucu went through momentous
changes. They were fragmented and decimated by war and European
diseases. Their traditional kinship relations disintegrated and changed
from patrilocal to matrilocal living arrangements to facilitate farinha
production, which was centered in the hands of women, when farinha
became an important commodity for trade with Jesuit missions and
other colonial settlements. According to Yolanda Murphy, women's
status was somewhat improved by these developments, but this improvement may have ended with the rise of nuclear family relations brought
about by the rise of rubber plantations. Such developments reinforce the
argument that sexual relations are strongly affected by economic and
political changes.
This argument is buttressed by scrutinizing the precious little bit of
information that exists about the Indian tribes in the Amazon basin
before the Mundurucu attacked the Portuguese settlements. In this
context, Leacock touches on the early contacts with Europeans in an
observation about a group of Yanoama, who lived on the borders of the
basin. This observation may be extremely significant because the description ofthe Yanoama bears certain similaritiies to the Mundurucu.
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Leacock (1981:198) points out that these particular Indians are characterized in Marvin Harris's (1975) widely read anthropology textbook as
having a culture that is entirely dominated by incessant quarreling)
raiding) dueling, beating) and killing. According to Harris, this culture is
"regarded as among the world's fiercest and most male-centered cultures." Yanoama men, Harris says) are as tyrannical with their women as
Oriental monarchs with their slaves. To explain this male domination,
Harris employs the usual liberal-functionalist scheme for explaining war
and interpersonal violence, namely, neo-Malthusian propositions· about
population density and the struggle over scarce natural resources.
But Leacock (1981:98-99) challenges Harris's explanation. She points
out that "in a study of another Yanoama group ... one reads that these
people may have first gained their reputation for fierceness when they
fought off a Spanish exploring party in 1758. In that period, Spanish and
Portuguese adventurers were ranging throughout the Amazon area
searching for slaves. The author of the account worked with a relatively
peaceful highland group, and he suggested that the exaggerated fierceness of the lowland Yanoama is not typical) but may have been developed
for self-protection. In the village he studied, elder women, like elder men,
are highly respected. When collective decisions are made, mature women
'often speak up) loudly, to express their views.' Younger men, like younger
women, 'have little influence' " (our emphasis).
Now, it is quite possible that the Mundurucu gained their reputation
as fierce warriors after attacking Portuguese settlements, but it may also
be that their attack was a response to prior contact with European
slavers. On the other hand) slaveIY does not have to be the only basis for
conflict: there are numerous accounts of European contacts with North
American Indian tribes that justifY their attacks against white settlers.
Evelywhere, from the fifteenth to the eighteenth century, tribal societies
waged fierce struggles against slavery and colonialism.
Also, the number of Indians in the Amazon basin does not at all suggest
that population density was a critical factor for the development of
warfare or sexual inequality. Only 1,500,000 lived in the vast Amazon basin
and this figure dropped drastically to 75,000 after the conquest and
assimilationist periods ended. True) the Mundurucu were among the
most ferocious headhunters in the Amazon valley, and they were noted
for attacking neighboring tribes) killing the adults and incorporating the
children into their own families. But their warlike culture may be due
primarily to Portuguese influence, and the Mundurucu may have captured children because of the drastic diminution of their own population
resulting from disease and warfare. It may have had nothing whatsoever
to do with high population density and scarce resources.
On the other hand, the effects of such changes alone cannot tell us
anything about their relation to male domination unless the effects of war,
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Jesuit mIssIOnaries, and other colonial-induced factors on the social
organization of male activities encouraged sexual inequality. That the
Jesuits steadfastly encouraged male domination is a certainty. Also, considering that men are its primary participants, wrufare in this context may
have led to the male control of organized violence, the glorification of male
warriors, and dominance relations headed by men. If the earliest engagements of wrufare against the colonial settlements did not encourage male
domination, then the later ones at the behest of the Brazilian authorities
and under the influence of the church may have. Certainly, if the tribal
mode of production is not itself conducive to violence, then this violence
has to emerge from external sources. And if the mode of production is not
conducive to sexual inequality, then there would have to be mechanisms
based on internal and external relations that engender inequality.
In the preface to her new book of collected articles, Leacock (1981:4-5)
comments on how egalitarian social relations are undermined. She notes
that in societies which are otherwise egalitarian, "indications of male
dominance tum out to be due to either (1) the effects of colonization
and/or involvement in market relations . . . ; (2) the concomitant of
developing inequality in a society, commonly referred to in anthropological writings as 'ranking,' when trade is encouraging specialization oflabor
and production for exchange is accompanying production for use ... ; or
(31 problems arising from interpretations of data in terms of western
concepts or assumptions."
Furthermore, it is possible to posit that in relation to sexual inequality,
modes of production that establish such rankings, and wrufare that
encourages the male monopoly of organized violence, though independent, have additive effects and that these effects converge in class societies.
We entertained such a possibility when we hypothesized that the general
level of violence--including violence against women-would correlate with
socioeconomic formations that have greater sexual inequality. Data to test
this hypothesis for the four African societies were obtained from the
Human Relations Area Files, which index primary anthropological research
on more than eight hundred precapitalist formations. 15 By classi1)ing
economic, kinship, ecological and other relations, the files isolate information for comparative research. In light of such information, were our
predictions substantiated or were they unfounded?
First, however, it should be noted that violence in all four of these
societies can be demonstrated in several ways. For example, it can be
expressed by the state itself whenever legal codes are enforced by
corporal punishment instead of persuasion. Furthermore, military activities and the treatment of prisoners or slaves are further indicators of
violence. Finally, we learn much about the level of violence of a society
from its childrearing practices and from other interpersonal relations. By
carefully scrutinizing observations in the area files that are indexed by
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topics pertaining to war, social sanctions, childrearing, sexual relations,
and so forth, we were able to evaluate the variations in violence between
the societies for similar kinds of relationships.

Mbuti
Examination of the Mbuti along these lines suggests that their violence is
minimal compared with the violence in the other three tribes. The Mbuti
have no police force, court, army, or permanent council that dispenses
violence. On the other hand, they make reprisal raids against plantations
of villagers who have treated a Mbuti tribe member violently. Intertribal
conflicts over territorial claims may evoke threats of war, but they are
usually settled peaceably, since the Mbuti are not a warlike people.
Authority among the Mbuti is dispersed throughout the society because each area of band activity has its own leader. Furthermore, the
Mbuti discourage individuals from aggressively assuming authority;
when leadership is assumed, its exercise is restricted to persuasion
alone. Colin Turnbull (1965:181), an anthropologist who studied the
Mbuti in their forest environment, says, "Such adults as have respect in
any particular field at any particular moment do not even have any
authority; they can merely claim to be heard."
What happens when a member offends another person? If there is a
dispute regarding food, sex, territory, or anything else, it is usually settled
quickly and quite painlessly. Retributive sanctions against an offending
member are infrequent and even then sanctions are expressed by ridicule
or criticism rather than a show of violence. Turnbull finds no evidence of
blood payment of any kind for serious offenses. For even the most serious
offenses such as incest, his field observations indicate the use of ostracism and ridicule rather than torture, imprisonment, or execution.
Interpersonal violence is restricted to fighting between two or three
people at most. Disputes over reciprocal duties and personal jealousies
occasionally lead to fights; consequently, the daily routine of life is
punctuated at times by squabbles and beatings involving a couple of
youngsters, an unmarried couple, or a husband and wife. These conflicts,
however, do not last long and may be reconciled by giftgiving or compensation. Moreover, intervention by other tribal members usually prevents
these conflicts from becoming magnified. In addition, Turnbull could
find no incidence of rape, even among the youth. He reports much sexual
activity when youth are on the trail together and he mentions the fact that
it sometimes degenerates into lusty orgies. However, Turnbull (1965:121)
says, "A boy may rip off a girl's outer bark cloth, if he can catch her, but he
may never have intercourse with her without her permission. I know of
no case of rape, though boys often talk about their intentions of forcing
reluctant maidens to their will."16
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Turnbull describes the sources of common disputes and the quick and
equal method of arbitration. He writes: "A number of disputes arising over
food indicate trivial domestic disagreements, and seldom reach major
proportions. A wife is late in cooking her husband's food, or cooks it
badly; he spills some precious oil or fails to catch any game on the hunt.
Such disagreements are confined almost entirely to the younger married
couples, and they usually settle them by beating each other. If the beating
gets too severe then the older women intervene, slapping both boys and
girls soundly" (Turnbull, 1965:201). Marital disputes not forced on the
attention of the band are ignored, but they may evoke ridicule and
complaints if they become noisy and keep people awake. Turnbull writes,
"Certainly a fight going on between husband and wife inside the hut is
followed with zest by all the youths and some of the younger married
couples. These may even stand around watching the hut shake, ready to
catch whoever comes flying out first and prevent further damage."
Sometimes such a squabble is followed by the couple making up
loudly so everyone will hear, and then they will walk hand in hand about
the camp in ostentatious amity. Turnbull (1965:206-7) says, "This is
considered a good thing."
The Mbuti child is treated with much attention and affection, and a
woman, if she is childless, is considered unfortunate. A birth, according
to Turnbull, is looked upon as a happy event. He says, "After a few days,
when the child is brought freely into the open, the hunters and elders will
fondle it and compliment the parents. The father is as proud as the
mother, and just as likely to carry the child around to show it off"
(Turnbull,1965:129).
Socialization of the child is shared by the entire band. Infants crawl
everywhere, are fondled by anyone, are soundly slapped and brought
back to the mother's hut if they get in the way or crawl into the fire. If they
are too noisy in the children's play area, they are criticized.
The parents are responsible for the child only until it is three or four
years old, and then it is cared for and educated by its age peers, the
band's youths, and the oldest of the elders. Children learn the ways of the
band and forest through playing games with each other and with the
youths. In these activities, the controls applied to them are mainly
ridicule and ostracism.
Turnbull (1965:125) describes a typical learning situation and the form
of discipline used. He says, "Another important initiative game is the
hunt, in which a youth or an elder pretends to be an antelope ... any
child who fails to react properly is laughed out ofthe game."
When little boys and girls play house, they hunt, fish, and gather, and
thus contribute in a small way to the food economy of the band.
Important behavior and personality patterns develop and carry over into
the future. In highlighting the value ofthese children's activities, Turnbull
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(1965:125) says, "They also learn not only to rely on their fellow age mates
for help in food-gathering activities, but to share with them. The sharing
is largely left to the girl's decision."
Lovedu

The traditional Lovedu mode of production is organized around communal production for use within the family estate and the reciprocal
exchange of these use-values with kinship groups. This mode is being
threatened by a growing money economy and the absorption, chiefly of
the men, into agrarian commodity production. Nevertheless, the traditional mode of production was still dominant in the tribal communities
when E. Jensen Krige and J. D. Krige (1943) wrote The Realm of a Rain
Queen. Unlike the Mpondo, who raise cattle for cash and who speak of
money as cattle, the Lovedu raise cattle but use them to integrate joint
family relations. We have seen that cattle are used for dowry and thereby
operate as a most significant means for establishing reciprocal links
between kinship groups.
On the other hand, both Lovedu and Mpondo are encompassed within
the capitalist economy maintained by the South African government.
They operate within the framework of a racist state apparatus which
ruthlessly represses activities that threaten the safety of the white
population. The white government also thwarts any and all developments that threaten such prerequisites for capital accumulation as labor,
land, orderly commerce, and political conformity.
Consequently, although native courts and customs deal with violations
of tribal rules, a South African criminal justice system is imposed on the
tribesP This system appears to restrict itself to violations of South African
laws, including laws containing intertribal warfare and protecting the
government and the white population. Imprisonment and execution are
used as sanctions by the South African government.
Engaging in sedentary agriculture, the Lovedu have developed a much
more complicated mode of production and social structure than the
Mbuti. However, the Lovedu are nonaggressive, even though they have
experienced centuries of war with invading tribes and Europeans who
finally pressed them into a mountainous region in South Africa.
Although it is not a class society, authority relations among the Lovedu
are partly consolidated in a royal family and district heads. Since the
beginning of the nineteenth century the royal family has been headed by
a queen. The Kriges (1943:285) report, "Nowhere else are so many women
heads of districts or in so many important political positions."
Women generally have high status in Lovedu society. The Kriges
(1943:198) obseJve, "Women are the strongest pillars of the social structure and without their support there can be no guarantee that the
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adjustments in the superstructure will be lasting or effective; and in a
society that relies on compromise and not on coercion, this role becomes
even more important."
It is notable, too, that the men who sit in judgment in the khoro rely
completely on voluntary compliance. The enforcement of their decisions
is left to the disputing parties because the court cannot enforce its edicts
violently. Therefore, the proceedings are aimed at compromise and
conciliation (Krige and Krige, 1943:200-201).
Clearly then, the principal mechanism of conflict resolution is compensation rather than violence. Gifts and compensatory fines reduce the
strains in social life. For instance, in one case noted by the Kriges, a father
intervened in a squabble between his son and his son's wife, and the son
in anger stabbed the father. The incident was reconciled when the son
provided his father with a goat and begged pardon (202).
Other examples suggest a remarkable consistency in their nonviolent
solutions for settling offenses. If an adulterer is discovered, he asks
pardon by giving a goat or cattle as a gift to the offended husband. Even
homicide is reconciled through compensation, although sometimes
restitution is also made by converting the criminal into a kinsman. When
this mechanism is invoked, the slayer m.akes restitution by assuming
some of the obligations of the person he killed.
Accounts of childrearing patterns indicate that discipline is achieved
primarily through encouragement by parents and pressure from age
mates. Punishment of children is infrequent, though threats are common
(104). Parents are affectionate and gentle with their children (102-25).
Since the Lovedu are not a warlike people, the foreign policy of the
queen is appeasement rather than war, and this also affects childrearing.
The Kriges observe, "There is no need to direct [initiation rites] towards
hardening the youth or instilling manly courage, and military discipline
and regimentation are of little or no importance." Because of these
nonaggressive relations, the Europeans feel that Lovedu are cowardly
and deceitful-lacking the manly qualities of the Shangana-Tonga, a
neighboring society that is more commercially oriented and whose
people have aggressive dispositions that make them favorable candidates
for native South African police forces (284--85).
Mpondo

On the other hand, for the Mpondo, commodity production centered
around the individual ownership of cattle and wage labor in Europeanowned mines and plantations either was dominant or was rapidly
becoming dominant when this tribe was studied by anthropologist
Monica Hunter, author of Reaction to Conquest.
Hunter's observations of the Mpondo indicate that they are more
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violent than the Mbuti and the Lovedu. The Mpondo engage in cattle
raiding and armed conflicts with neighboring tribes even though these
acts are suppressed by the South African government. Responding
perhaps to the greater interpersonal violence, South African magistrates
seem to be more active among the Mpondo than the Lovedu. Hunter
reports that some warfare is caused by external attacks, but cattle raiding
by the Mpondo themselves is probably the most frequent of all occasions
for war (Hunter, 1961:412). Although the Mpondo economy is based on
hoe agriculture and cattle exchange, Hunter reports that now more and
more people in Mpondoland are using money for exchange and have
adopted ploughs in their fields.
Customary authority in Mpondo society is centered around male
political leaders. Each headman, or chief, with the men under him, forms
a court of the first instance. From this court a person can appeal to the
court of the headman's immediate superior and thence to the court of
the paramount chief. The sanctions administered for wrongs are usually
fines, but in some cases an offender is punished by death (413).
The suppression of raiding has had limited success, and it seems to
have had almost no effect on traditional standards of masculine conduct.
For example, young boys exhibit warrior traits at early ages. Hunter
observes, "Small boys begin to carry sticks at about five years, and from
that age are constantly fighting one another with sticks." She reports herd
boys fighting each other in tournaments, and they continue into adolescence, fighting over grazing land and girls (410).
Hunter (1961:410--11) says, "The boys of one ridge, of one subdistrict,
fight those of another. Sometimes they dare not enter each other's
territory .... Subdistricts fight over grazing, and over girls. Gatherings in
the hut of a girl being initiated, weddings, and festivals are usual
occasions for a fight. Fights at festivals between subdistrict and subdistrict often become serious. Older men join in, and sticks are exchanged
for spears. Women give the war cry, and word goes out, ilizwe lifile [The
country is at war!]. One such fight began at a beer drink which I attended
at Ntontela .... As always the division was on territorial lines, each man
fighting with his neighbors. Three men died of wounds received in that
fight." Hunter adds that such local disputes sometimes envelop whole
tribes.
The headmen, according to Hunter (1961:427), report people involved
in these violent encounters to the South African magistrates, who impose
fines and imprisonment. Despite these sanctions, "fights between young
men of different districts, in which sticks and occasionally spears or guns
are used and individuals killed, are not unusual."
Mpondo fathers are devoted to their children, carrying them about in
their arms, fondling them, playing with them, and teaching them to
dance. As children grow older, however, they are taught respect and
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obedience, which are particularly due their fathers because of the
patriarchal traditions.
These traditions also encourage the use of violence toward women.
Hunter (1961:30) reports, for instance, that one man beat his brother's
wife because she had beaten one of the children who was quarreling and
not the others. She ran home, but a brother-in-law complained, "In the
old days you beat another man's wife even more than your own, but now
women say they will not be beaten except by their own husbands."
Most of the quarrels between husband and wife tum on the double
standards in sexual morality, according to Hunter (1961:42). Men can have
as many wives as they can afford, but a wife is forbidden to have relations
with any except her own husband. In actual practice very many of the
married women have lovers even though their husbands make every
effort to catch and prosecute the adulterer. Sometimes the jealousies
between husbands and wives over adultery lead to beatings of the wife.
The Mpondo are obviously more violent than the Lovedu or Mbuti, but
for a quantum leap in violence beyond the others, we must examine the
Baganda.
8aganda

The Baganda's dominant mode of production is based on the extraction
of an agricultural surplus (in the form of labor, rent, or tribute through
taxation) directly from peasant producers by landlords and political
officials. The Baganda had their own judicial system at the time they were
studied by Rev. John Roscoe (1965), an anthropologist and missionary
who spent twenty-five years in Africa. I8
The Baganda belong to a class society where the juridical system
headed by the king's court enforces the law and administers punishment.
When fines are used as punishment, the state typically takes a lion's share
and gives the rest as compensation to the injured party. In addition to
fines, the king's court administers justice through imprisonment in
stocks, agonizing torture, and execution.
Roscoe (1965:259) notes, "The King often brought a spurious charge
against a chief who was becoming rich, and fined him heavily, or sent him
to prison, intimating to him that he must pay a handsome sum if he
wished to be freed; failing that, he would be cast into the stocks, where he
would be so much ill used, that he would be glad to pay any fine to escape
the torture and the danger of being put to death."
In the "lower courts," petty theft and disobedience on the part of a
child are offen punished by burning the child's hand or cutting off his ear.
"The punishment of children was usually far in excess of the fault; and
little mercy was shown when the child was a slave or an orphan. Adults
often have their hands cut off for theft," says Roscoe (1965:267).
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Adultery is punished severely. Roscoe (1965:261) writes, "Though death
was usually the punishment inflicted for adultery, an offender's life
would sometimes be spared, and he be [sic] fined two women, if he were
able to pay them; the culprit was, however, maimed; he lost a limb, or had
an eye gouged out, and showed by his maimed condition that he had
been guilty of a crime. A slave taken in adultery with one of his master's
wives was invariably put to death."19
Corporal punishment can also be inflicted by any man on his wives or
slaves, but this is a private affair. Punishment might consist of cutting off
a person's lips, ears or one hand, or gouging out an eye. Moreover, a
husband is also allowed to torture his wife until she confesses if he
suspects her of committing adultery. Roscoe (1965:263) indicates the
following procedure for the torture: "The woman was stripped and made
to lie down; her legs and arms were stretched out and tied to the posts of
the house; she was flogged, and then left in this position for the whole
night, or until she made confession. The husband would not be punished
by law, even if he killed his wife under such circumstances; her relations
might have the case tried, but if it was proved that she was in the wrong,
no one would condemn the husband. If the husband was proved to have
unjustly tortured or killed his wife, her relations would be satisfied with
fining him."
Women's roles among the Baganda are defined in terms of serving their
husbands and supplying them with children. This is apparent in the
differential socialization of boys and girls. Boys are allowed time for fun,
while girls are put to work that is unremitting. Roscoe (1965:77) says,
"Boys had a free and happy life while the time of herding lasted; they met
together daily, and while the animals browsed, they had ample time for
all kinds of games." He notes further, "Girls seldom played games; they
were kept busy for the whole day, and were taught to make mats and
baskets to occupy their leisure time; they also drew water and brought in
fire-wood. From the time that a girl arrived at puberty, she was called
Mulongo, a term used of a cow when it was old enough to have calves"
(80-81). Girls learned their female roles early. Roscoe (1965:79) obseIVes,
'Girls were taught to cook and to cultivate as soon as they could hoe."
The mother had charge of the child temporarily in its earliest years, but
it would soon go to one of the father's relatives. Warm and caressing
relations occurred only minimally. Roscoe (1965:61) says, "The language
contains no word for tender affection such as love ... children as they
grew up had some regard for their parents; the father was at least feared
and respected, while there was something approaching love shown
towards the mother .... She might hug it, and pat it, while it was small,
when it was cross or had been hurt."
In previous centuries, the ruling classes ofthe Baganda engaged in war
and raids to capture people for the slave trade. In the first half of this
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century, the Baganda still attacked neighboring tribes and were known
for their merciless treatment of conquered people. The acquisitions from
war may have numbered hundreds of women and seIVants and more
than a thousand cattle. Male prisoners taken in battle were speared or
clubbed to death, while the women were enslaved and some of them
awarded for valor to military personnel. If the army won a battle, the
defeated enemy was made to suffer greatly, their wives, seIVants, cattle,
goats, sheep, ivory, and anything else valuable they possessed being
seized. All the men except the male children were put to death.
It is not necessary to continue describing the Baganda to further
confirm our hypothesis about the general relations among violence,
sexual inequality, and socioeconomic formations. We grant that variations in violence are produced by historical conjunctures that affect the
evolution of a mode of production or the class struggles and political
institutions that secure a mode. 20 Nevertheless, the variation in violence
that we have seen here and elsewhere on the face of the globe is not
produced by the inherent nature of man. Clearly, this variation is socially
determined and different modes of production are basic to this determination. Finally, the exploitative modes of production which have culminated in the formation of class societies have either produced or intensified sexual inequality and violence.

III. MECHANISMS AND FETISHISM OF VIOLENCE
Rape, in its different forms, tumbles from the annals of class society. The
conquering hordes of Genghis Khan raped and plundered populations
from far and near during innumerable forays. European feudal mercenaries, when fighting in neighboring principalities, raped and looted towns
and villages. Homecoming bands of sixteenth-century British soldiers,
embittered by denial of pay and defeat abroad, raped and pillaged at will
after they landed on English soil. The Force Publique of the Congo, a
native colonial army, adopted the ethos of their imperial Belgian masters;
they too raped and plundered Congolese people. Today, in the Philippines, thugs and bandits are hired by Christian settlers who covet the
lands of neighboring tribes. These hirelings are employed to rape and
terrorize the Philippine tribal communities.21
Furthermore, tribal societies in the New World, conquered by European colonizers, met force with force, adopting the new violent tactics of
the conquerers along with their more sophisticated weapons. For example, early accounts of the Iroquois and other American seaboard tribes
indicate that rape was not used in warfare before the Europeans arrived.
To force the Indians from their land, the Europeans burned villages to the
ground, scalped the men in punitive raids, raped the Indian women, and
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in some cases massacred entire tribes. In retaliation, rape and other
tactics were used by the Indians who sought to match the Europeans'
ruthlessness and ferocity.
The connection between rape and socioeconomic relations is also
apparent in societies based on slavery, where the reproduction of class
relations is impossible without class-directed violence mediated by state
power. In American slave states, black women were treated as objects
with commercial value. Unprotected from slave owners and overseers,
these women were raped with impunity. Gerda Lerner, author of Black
Women in White America (1972:172), notes that from the slave period
onward, the rape of black women by white rapists cannot be explained as
the isolated acts of criminals. Whites were not punished at all, while
blacks charged with raping white women faced a death penalty or a lynch
mob.
Furthermore, rape, in this context, expressed the relations between
social classes as well as individual men and women. Angela Davis, the
black philosopher and activist, writes, "Although the immediate victim of
rape was the black woman-and it was she who endured the pain and
anguish-rape served not only to further her oppression, but also as a
means ofterrorizing the entire black community. It placed brutal emphasis on the fact that black slaves were indeed the property of the white
master." Rapes by whites emphasized the special forms of racial oppression that support exploitative modes of production.
Consequently, in an endless spiral of cruelty and violent counterreactions, numerous forms of violence, including rape, were conferred on the
people of the world. Rape itself became associated with violent practices
organized around broader aims: the subjugation of women, the exploitation oftribes, classes, and other social groups. Violence became the focus
of a never-ending struggle by individuals, classes, and nations for power
and property.
Internal mechanisms of interpersonal violence

There were societies that exhibited both a high degree of violence and
male domination before contact with European nations. However, for
those that did not already have these characteristics, the internal social
changes resulting from European contact contributed to violence within
the societies themselves. Some of these changes are illustrated in an
article by Leacock and Goodman (1976) referring to the seventeenthcentury chronicles of Paul Le Jeune, a Jesuit missionary.
After wintering with Montagnais families, Le Jeune wrote, "They are
very much attached to each other, and agree admirably. You do not see
any disputes, quarrels, enmities, or reproaches among them" (82). But Le
Jeune's admiration was outweighed by his mission to "improve" the level
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of native morality. He and his countrymen systematically instigated the
changes that eventually destroyed this interpersonal amity.
Le Jeune's chronicles show that French missionaries and troops
pressured or cultivated social changes that were religious, familial, and
political. For example, when some of the Montagnais converted to
Christianity, they adopted the patriarchal family, and accepted a "system
of permanent chiefs" that enforced religious and colonial mandates,
violently when necessary. Economic changes were also imposed: the
French encouraged fur trading with European class societies. As the
Indians warred with each other over the gains from fur trapping, the
Montagnais took delight in torturing their Iroquois prisoners.
Furthermore, before the arrival of the French, the Montagnais abhorred corporal punishment. Three incidents will show how their outlook changed.
At first, when the French introduced corporal punishment, it was
rejected even when it was administered to a French boy who had
wronged one of the Montagnais. In the chronicles, Le Jeune tells this
story: "One of [the Montagnais] was looking very attentively at a little
French boy who was beating a drum; and, going near to see him better,
the little boy struck him a blow with one of his drumsticks and made his
head bleed badly."
Immediately all the tribal onlookers took offense and loudly demanded
compensation. They cried, "Behold, one of thy people has wounded one
of ours; thou knowest our custom well; give us presents [compensation]
for this wound.' '22
Le Jeune, noting that "there is no government among the Savages,"
recorded the native mode of settling accounts. He said, "If one kills or
wounds another, he is ... released from all punishment by making a few
presents to the friends of the deceased or the wounded one."
The French viewed the incident with the boy as an opportunity to
teach the Montagnais an object lesson. The interpreter turned to the
Indians and said, " 'Thou knowest our custom; when any of our number
does wrong, we punish him. This child has wounded one of your people;
he shall be whipped at once in thy presence.' As the Savages saw we were
really in earnest ... they began to pray for his pardon, alleging he was only
a child, that he had no mind, that he did not know what he was doing; but
as our people were nevertheless going to punish him, one of the Savages
stripped himself entirely, threw his blankets over the child and cried out
to him who was going to do the whipping: 'Strike me if thou wilt but thou
shalt not strike him.' And thus the little one escaped" (Leacock and
Goodman, 1976:90).
Later, however, the Montagnais's views of punishment changed as they
were converting to Christianity. In one account, Le Jeune tells how a
young Indian woman, who had separated from her husband, was chased,
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forcibly captured, and then threatened with imprisonment in a dungeon
if she did not return to her husband's domicile. Imprisonment and other
harsh measures were recommended by the Indian Christian converts
who had learned that it was the custom in France to "proceed in that
manner" with recalcitrant wives.
But men also became objects of corporal punishment, sometimes
self-inflicted. Once again, religious zeal was involved. In one such account, the punishment expressed the personal guilt, sexual obsession,
and self-flagellation cultivated by Christianity. One can imagine the
moralistic sentiments imposed by the French for this to happen.
Le Jeune wrote, "A young savage, recently married, felt tempted to
leave his wife, and the thought caused him deep sorrow. The Devil
pictures to him the delight of changing a wife whom one hates for
another whom one loves .... He remembers the word that he has plighted
to God and to his wife; he wishes to be faithful, but nevertheless, he feels
himself inclined toward infidelity. He goes to his Director.... The mere
idea of changing his wife seems to him so great a crime that he entreats to
be sent to prison and to be put into a dungeon or to be publicly flogged.
Seeing his request refused, he slips into a room near the Chapel and, with
a rope that he finds, he beats himself so hard allover the body that the
noise reaches the ears of the Father, who runs in and forbids so severe a
penance" (84).
Spontaneous mechanisms of violence

While the Montagnais violence against women did not take hold until
colonial domination occurred, this violence emerged within the great
colonial powers such as France, England, and others under somewhat
different circumstances.
Violence against women has its own basis in each socioeconomic
formation. In feudalism, the status of women as chattel justified the
violence against women in family relations. However, in early capitalism,
this chattel status was more complex than it might seem. It became
intertwined with the personal dependencies based on class control of
rents and income stemming from early capitalist, agrarian commodity
relations rather than serfdom.
For instance, H. Perkin (1969:37), author of The Origins of Modern
English Society, 1780-1880, writes; "In the small communities, the villages
and tiny towns, of the old society ... the source of income itself, with the
rest of the 'life chances' of the individual, was controlled by a paternal
landlord, employer or patron .... In a world of personal dependency any
breach of the 'great law of subordination,' between master and servant,
squire and villager, husband and wife, father and child, was a sort of petty
treason, to be ruthlessly suppressed.... Literally so in the case of women
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who murdered, or were accessory to the murder of their husbands, who
were burned at the stake for their 'petty treason.' "23
Elsewhere, we have indicated that the dependency relations imposed
on women have been grounded historically in the socioeconomic
changes that have restricted most women to the continuous production
of use-values in the home, and men to production for commodity
exchange (Schwendinger and Schwendinger, 1980:11-13). Because of
these restrictions and dominant moral standards in capitalist societies,
the dependency of women has been equated ideologically with inferior
abilities and capacities. Such ideological equations also enter into the
determination of the status relations that legitimate sexual inequality.
Similar changes continue to occur today in developing nations. A
study by Susan Draper (1975) dealing with the impact of modem African
labor markets on village family relations illustrates these changes. Although they are taking place under more benign circumstances, the
effects of capitalism on sexual relations and patriarchal violence, in this
study, parallel the changes that occurred in Western societies. Draper's
study is also significant because it contrasts aboriginal band sexual
equality and relatively nonviolent family relations, on the one hand, with
village inequality and greater family violence, on the other.
Draper's field experiences focus on the !Kung Bushmen aboriginal bands
that forage on the edges of the great Kalahari desert. However, she also
details the changing patterns of life among those band members who have
migrated into village settlements. In the villages the egalitarianism of the
band is disappearing, yet this change does not appear to be imposed by any
force from the outside. Importantly, from the standpoint of everyday life, it
seems to arise spontaneously from the personal inclinations and the
changing roles and relations of people inside the village itself.
Draper's (1975:87-93) observations begin with the familiar correspondence between primitive communism and sexual equality. She notes that
among the people living in bands, in the economic sphere, which is based
on hunting and gathering, !Kung women have personal autonomy. Also,
there is no rigid sex-typing for most adult activities, including domestic
chores and raising children in their communal society. Finally, the !Kung
nomads are gentle and they actively minimize any sign of harmful
competition among males and violence between the sexes. The aboriginal bands are unquestionably characterized by sexual equality.
All of this is changing, however, as the !Kung are relocating in villages
where the economy is partly organized around commodity production.
This commodity activity involves the private ownership of livestock on
land surrounding a village and the exploitation of male wage labor in
nearby Bantu or European settlements (100-03). In the villages themselves the authority of males is gradually increasing and the status of
women is declining.
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Why are these changes taking place? Partly it is because the desire for
higher living standards encourages the men to leave the village, frequently for several days at a time, to work for Bantu employers. When
they return, their authority is heightened by their control over goat and
cattle raising and their mastery of the Bantu language and customs.
These work experiences and the knowledge of Bantu also encourage
male participation in political relations that are largely based on contacts
with the other settlements.
Village women themselves have become enmeshed in household
economies whose material inventory is much richer than that of the
nomadic bands. In the village, food preparation becomes more complicated. Furthermore Draper (1975:101) says, "Women do the greatest part
of the cooking, and they also do most of the [food] drying and storing."
Household possessions also require more energy to maintain. The
women, therefore, spend more time and work harder at domestic tasks.
In addition, village relations are being affected by severe economic and
political constraints that operate behind the scenes. The village economy
is organized around independent peasant households; and it is essentially based on a precapitalist mode of production in the process of being
shaped by its articulation with a capitalist mode of production (Wolpe,
1980). Yet-unlike the Montagnais under seventeenth-century colonial
rule-there is no military or religious institution blatantly imposing these
changes in the village itself. Instead, in everyday life, the allocation of men
to commodity production and women to household labor, outside of the
economic constraints, appears to be based on spontaneous choices
exercised freely by individuals.
Along with their competition for status and material wealth, the men
are becoming more aggressive and contemptuous of women. In the
nomadic bands, a woman finding herself with an uncongenial husband
quickly leaves his company and spends a year or two in casual flirtations
before marrying again. In the village, however, couples are held together
in fitful marriages by economic pressures. At the same time, public
censure is addressed to the wife; and slander by boastful husbands in
public settings deflects social criticism of marital conflicts away from the
men (97).
Simultaneously, the organization of space and privacy in the villages
isolates marital conflicts. Village men spend more of their time in
economic activities away from the village or on its periphery, while
women are more restricted to the household economy centered around
the residence. Moreover, in the bush, choice of residence is such that over
time married couples live about equally-often simultaneously-with the
kin of both the husband and wife. Consequently, a bush woman who is
involved in a marital dispute usually has several of her kin to support her
interests nearby. Village wives, however, live only with their husbands
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and they are more readily denied such support because the family is
considered a private sphere. "In the bush," Draper (1975:107-108) says,
"people can see each other and determine, on a variety of grounds,
whether it is appropriate or timely to initiate social interaction. In the ...
villages one heard such exchanges as 'So-and-so, are you at home?' and
'Shall I enter [your space)?' "
These apparently spontaneous developments are also creating new
patterns of violence among the men. After experiencing the gentleness of
the nomadic bands and the joyful camaraderie shared by both sexes,
Draper (1975:109) was chilled when she heard a !Kung woman say, " ... if
a [village) man is angry with his wife he could put her in their house, bolt
the door and beat her. No one could get in to separate them. They could
only hear her screams."
The same !Kung woman observed that this violence would not occur
among the people in her nomadic band. First of all, the nomads would
not even have their own houses with bolted doors and fences or customs
that mark off an inviolate private space for domestic violence. Second, the
band members move quickly to curb such aggression. If couples argue,
people do not hesitate to intervene if either spouse loses self-control.
"When we !Kung fight, other people get in-between," the woman said.
The !Kung as well as the Mbuti actively intervene to control interpersonal
violence so that it does not get out of hand.
Sexual fetishism of violence

Though the capitalist mode of production did not invent male supremacy, it provides its own foundations for this supremacy. Draper's observations provide further evidence of the degree to which sexual inequality is
promoted by the articulation between the capitalist mode of production
and precapitalist types of production.
Moreover, while capitalism has not invented violence, it gives birth to
conditions that reproduce violence anew.. Capitalist conditions produce
the personality developments that link masculinity with violence and
femininity with nonviolence. For instance, the allocation of women to social
production for use within the family is consequential for character formation. Under these conditions women undergo early childhood experiences
that greatly restrict their engagement in violence and in many other
antisocial forms of conduct. They act far less violently than men, whose
character structures are more closely aligned with the exploitative requirements of the capitalist mode of production and the instrumental norms of
its competitive market. Furthermore, men retain a monopoly over weapons
and training for war. With respect to crimes based on personal victimization, such as robbery, assault, burglary, and rape, female criminality can
hardly be compared to criminality among men.
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The synchronization between masculinity and violence, and femininity and nonviolence is cultivated ideologically. Everywhere in the United
States, for instance, the mass media display the archetypal images of men
whose innate violence is presumably acted out in myriad situations.
These media portrayals also leave a lasting impression: male aggression,
rather than socioeconomic relations, appears to be the fundamental
source of violence in gereral.
Furthermore, in everyday life this synchronization appears to be firmly
rooted in biological differences. Two sets of conditions create this
appearance. First, the relation between violence and gender is perceived
firsthand within one's family relations, while the sociohistorical determinations of this relation are not experienced directly. That is, the face-toface relations are readily observable, but the historical relations are
understandable only by theoretical reflection; they simply cannot be
understood on the basis of daily life.
Second, the weight of our cultural traditions favors biological explanations of social relations. This is true especially whenever sexual, racial, or
other biological traits seem obviously correlated with social relations that
are seen day after day-women and kitchens, blacks and menial jobs.
Thus, the personal appearances of things are influenced by preexisting
interpretations of reality and, under these conditions, it is not surprising
that the relations between violence and gender seems to validate natural
facts of life established from birth by genetic differences between men
and women.
Such relations underlie what we call the sexual fetishism of violence.
Fetishism is a false and illusory notion about social or natural relations.
People harbor the illusion that a type of person or thing such as a guru,
idol, money, or natural object has secret properties it really does not have.
At the earliest level of religious evolution, the fetish is an object of
worship. Fetishism is therefore defined as the deification of various things
or objects (fetishes) to which mysterious supernatural forces are then
attributed.
Vast powers of destruction were attributed to male idols, for instance,
and female figures were associated with fertility and the force of life.
Modem-day fetishes have similar qualities, although they do not necessarily involve religious symbols. In the case of the sexual fetishism of
violence, the powers for determining war, crimes of violence, dictatorships, and colonial oppression are attributed to the nature of man, often
in contrast to the nature of woman.
Thus, from a theoretical point of view, human relations are fetishized
when social facts are collapsed or converted into natural ones. Fetishism
is involved when complex social relations are explained on the basis of
natural or supernatural laws "governing" the power of people or things.
When people take for granted that nature has made men predators
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toward women or, for that matter, made them predators toward all other
living things, violence is itself fetishized sexually. Here, the category of
gender substitutes for the real social determinations of violence in
general, as well as sexual violence in particular.
Finally, since people have fetishized violence sexually for thousands of
years, their sexual stereotypes operate as archetypal reference points for
self-identity. Today, many men actively represent themselves and are
emotionally conditioned by these symbolic relations. Regulating their
behavior stereotypically, they believe in ready-made axioms and other
"essential truths" about sexual relations. They feel an obligation to act
benevolently toward women who submit willingly to their "innate desire"
for mastery, but they easily find justifications for violence when women
are "ungrateful." They believe too, that when women submit willingly, it
denotes a natural passivity, although, on occasion, women can be
dangerous. And despite the logical contradictions, they are equally
convinced that whenever women do become their enemies, the Machiavellian tendencies lurking deep in their feminine hearts are revealed.
Such stereotypic notions characterize the fetishism of violence. But,
again, since many forms of violence are fetishized sexually, the words
"man," "masculinity," and "machismo" in everyday life stand for more
than male domination of women. In the grammar of motives, these words
seIVe as master symbols of male violence in general. In all sorts of
circumstances, these words associate masculinity with violent power
and domination: thus, they glorilY violent sports, glamorize war, and
idealize ruthless businessmen. Violence is even separated ideologically
from its myriad ends and conditions; and, in this context, it appears to
validate masculine ideals, all by itself.
This sexual fetishism helps us understand why some men also define
sexual violence against men as an affirmation of "manhood." Alan J. Davis
(1968:15-16), who studied homosexual rape in Philadelphia jails and
prisons, for instance, says, "A primary goal of the sexual aggressor, it is
clear, is the conquest and degradation of his victim. We repeatedly found
that aggressors used such language as 'Fight or fuck,' 'We're going to take
your manhood,' 'You'll have to give up sorne face,' and 'We're gonna make
a girl out of you.' Some ofthe assaults were reminiscent of the custom in
some ancient societies of castrating or buggering a defeated enemy."
Davis (1968:16) suggests that these sexual assaults are not primarily
caused by sexual deprivation. He concludes, "They are expressions of
anger and aggression prompted by the same basic frustrations ... [which]
can be summarized as an inability to achieve masculine identification
through avenues other than sex." Denied other avenues for expressing
their "manhood," male prisoners displace their frustration in rape.
Davis's obseIVations, in our opinion, are valid, yet his psychoanalytic,
causal explanation is not. Whatever its form, rape is mediated by socially
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acquired attitudes; and even though it can be catalyzed around personal
frustration, it is vitally important to recognize that it occurs regardless of
whether or not men are experiencing any deprivation at all. The validation of personal "manhood" through violence is conditioned by the social
experiences underlying sexual inequality and by the sexual fetishism of
violence. Its expression is not necessarily restricted to frustrating conditions and defense mechanisms. Furthermore, as we shall see, the degree
to which this fetishism is actually used to justifY rape is strongly
influenced by definable sets of class conditions.

IV. CLASS AND RAPE

In Part III, we have indicated that most men learn to fetishize violence
sexually; however, this does not mean that they will engage in rape
regardless of the circumstances. The fact is that most men do not rape,
and this majority includes men from all classes, most of whom are
imbued with patriarchal bourgeois attitudes. On the other side of this
coin, let us be clear, there are men from all classes who do rape.
Neither are we saying that the dominant ideologies in societies like the
United States place no limits on violence. Even though they contain
double standards and they are applied hypocritically, bourgeois ideologies do incorporate moral criteria when they evaluate violence. In
bourgeois morality, the violent instincts associated with masculinity are
regarded with ambivalence so that any sharp deviations from moral
ideals are considered evil and unnatural peIVersions, presumably offending the laws of nature and God.
Still, we also know that bourgeois sexual ideals are qualified by
chauvinistic conceptions that hold certain kinds of women in contempt
or that objectifY women instrumentally as mere things. Under certain
circumstances these sexist conceptions are converted into "stereotypes
of probable victims" (Schwendinger, 1963; Borges and Weis, 1973). In war,
where male behavior is especially conditioned by high levels of violence,
these stereotypes are buttressed by racial and national chauvinisms
which generate enormous increases in sexual victimization by soldiers.
Within the United States, the level of interpersonal violence among
members of the relative surplus labor force and lump en proletariat is an
important consideration. Their level of violence conditions instrumental
relations between the sexes, especially among men whose main sources of
income stem from secondruy labor markets or irregular economic activities.
With persistent unemployment, some of these men go through a series of
dependent relationships, relying for income and resources on family, other
relatives, and friends. Some finally tum to thievery and hustling in illegal
markets where the exploitation of sexuality has no bounds.
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Within these populations, women sometimes provide more stable
sources of economic assets than men because of their own earnings, their
access to welfare payments, or their role in extended family relations
where they govern the redistribution of whatever resources are available
among sisters, brothers, in-laws, and children. Under these conditions,
the importance of manipulating and controlling women, by violence if
necessary, is elevated among those men who accept capitalism's premises yet develop extremely cynical and parasitic adaptations to their class
situation. A ramified instrumental ideology emerges among men who
make these adaptations. The ideological importance of male chauvinism
and its fetishism of violence to self-esteem also expands enormously
under these material conditions, and it resonates with the cultural
portrayal of the "Superstuds" and "Superflies" who rely on violence for
more reasons than their economic and political disinheritance. This
chauvinism and its fetishism resonate because the control of women, no
matter how precarious it is, is one of the many substitutes that these men
use for uncontrollable labor-market conditions.
When we examine life in communities with these populations, we also
find a greater proportion of peer groups that subscribe to violent macho
ideals. Group sexual attacks by two or more males expand the incidence
of rape by as much as 24 percent, according to a victimization study of
twenty-six cities.24 Such expansion can largely be attributed to the
long-term effects of adverse socioeconomic conditions and the effects of
male supremacy on family, school, and community life. These violent
peer groups develop prior to labor market engagement and are secondary products of class conditions; consequently, they are relatively impervious to short-term economic fluctuations. 25

NATURAL LAWS VERSUS SOCIAL LAWS

We have emphasized socioeconomic conditions because the theoretical
significance of these conditions has generally been ignored, especially by
bourgeois feminists who perceive the so-called community of men rather
than social relations as the cause of violence against women.
In this context, it is well to recall that the struggle for women's rights at
the turn of the 1970s made rape a symbol for all the social harms
generated by sexual inequality. Consequently, for many women, the
response to this crime went beyond the harms done to rape victims
alone. The response became infused with a moral outrage so intense that
it flared up against every form of violence inflicted by men upon women.
While this kind of outrage is very important, it cannot substitute for an
adequate social theory. Without a realistic understanding of society,
outrage invites utopianism and eventually disillusionment. Furthermore,
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without an emphasis on the socioeconomic factors contributing to
violence, this outrage is easily captured by demogogic appeals for
repressive crime control. It is readily absorbed by "law-and-order" movements that locate the fundamental causes of crime within individuals
rather than in the social conditions under which individual criminals
thrive.
A prime example of a law-and-order rhetoric is Susan Brownmiller's
(1975) Against Our Will, the most popular American work on rape today.
The innumerable accounts of rape in this work shocked its readers and
triggered their moral outrage. Yet these accounts also stimulated the
belief that rape is due to the bestial nature of men. All men, according to
Brownmiller, are innately brutish-killing, raping, or dominating others
to satisfY their desire for power and property. Such a notion, as we
indicate elsewhere (J. Schwendinger and H. Schwendinger, 1976), properly belongs to a "natural-law conception of man," because it attributes
rape to natural tendencies, inherent in every man. 26
Natural-law conceptions have been proclaimed for a long time and
they are frequently called upon to justifY highly repressive criminal
justice policies. (Since men are beasts at heart, the repression of their
antisocial actions is logically the fundamental answer to crime control.)
Consequently, rapists can be controlled, Brownmiller (1975:379, 389-90)
says, by putting more women into positions of power-equal numbers of
women and men in the police and military forces; by redefining rape as
assault, so that rapists can be convicted more frequently; and by repressing prostitution and pornography without qualification. Aside from the
serious legal and social issues posed by the implementation of such
policies with regard to pornography and prostitution, for instance, these
policies by themselves cannot by any stretch of the imagination significantly reduce the incidence of rape.
Thus, whether or not moral outrage catalyzes people around progressive crime-fighting policies depends upon how the causes of crime are
interpreted. Is rape really a crime that erupts from the sordid nature of
men in general? Or does it express complex causal patterns due to the
nature of society rather than man? The answers to these questions are
extremely important. If social relations are the fundamental causes, then
the repression of individual rapists will never provide a long-term solution to the eradication of rape. For every imprisoned rapist there will be
others created by society to take his place in the population at large.
That rape is due to social causes rather than natural laws is suggested
by victimization studies of rape and attempted rape. These studies are
valuable because they are based on interviews of women and therefore
measure the incidence of rape independently of the policeP If natural
laws accounted for rape, we would expect rape to be a norm for male
behavior; furthermore, since the population of men in our society is so
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high, rape should occur as frequently as other violent or property crimes,
including robbery, assault, burglary, and larceny. Brownmiller's book
itself sets up such expectations: it unfolds an apparently endless list of
rapes that were reportedly committed with great frequency throughout
the history of humankind. Fortunately, however, victimization studies go
against such gloomy predictions. While no amount of this vile crime is
justifiable, and while our incidence surpasses that of all other highly
industrialized countries, rape is actually among the least frequent of all
the serious index crimes. (Only homicide is less frequent.)
Moreover, the relatively small magnitude of rape incidence does not
depend on how the statistics are derived. According to police estimates,
forcible rape comprises less than 1 percent of the crime index total and
accounts for only 6 percent ofthe volume of violent crimes. Victimization
studies have similar findings. The national survey Criminal Victimization
in the United States, 1978, for example, showed that rape comprised less
than 1 percent of the personal and household crimes found by the study
and only 2.9 percent of the volume of violent crimes. Obviously, given
these very low relative frequencies, it is extremely unlikely that this crime
is due to universal characteristics of men or that it reflects the laws of
nature.
The relative infrequency of rape is not the only datum that contradicts
natural-law theories. Just like other "common" violent crimes, rape is not
committed equally in all parts of the population. It is committed primarily by older adolescents and young adults. In addition, the social class of
both rapists and their victims is skewed toward one end of the income
scale. Figure 1 contains information from four victimization surveys of
American cities. Two surveys of the same eight cities conducted three
years apart found that victims from low-income groups had the highest
rape rates.
The larger victimization studies demonstrate that the relation between
family income and victimization is neither accidental nor due to unreliable responses in other studies.28 Figure 1. also illustrates findings from a
1973 survey ofthirteen large cities, and it shows a similar tendency found
by a 1974-75 survey of twenty-six large cities. Finally, the most recent
studies, based on nationwide samples in 1977 and 1978, discovered the
same relation between rape victims and family income, and their findings
are shown in Figure 2. (The national survey data has lower rates because
in its average it includes rural, small urban, and suburban areas that have
markedly fewer rapes.) Survey after survey has found that the overwhelming majority of women who experienced rape or attempted rape have had
annual family incomes ofless than $10,000.29
This conclusion was based on a variety of 1973-78 victimization
studies, but our opinion about low socioeconomic status and much
higher rates of victimization have not changed since that time. Victimiza-
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Figure 1
Rape and Family Income of Vict:im:
Four Surveys of Large Cit:ies
Sources: The rates in Figures 1 to 3 are based on numbers of attempted
and completed rapes per 100,000 females twelve years of age and older.
The SUIVeys of cities included Atlanta, Baltimore, Cleveland, Dallas,
Denver, Newarl<:, Portland, and St. Louis. See Criminal Victimization
SUN1¥' in Eight American Cities, U.S. Department of Justice, LEM, NCJ
Information and Statistics Service, November 1976. The survey of
thirteen cities included Boston, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Houston, Miami,
Milwaukee, Minneapolis, New Orleans, Oakland, Pittsburgh, San Diego,
San Francisco, and Washington, D.C. See Criminal Victimization Surveys in Thirteen American Cities, U.S. Department of Justice, LEM, NCJ
Information and Statistics Service, November 1975. In addition to most
of the cities listed above, the survey of twenty-six cities included
Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia, New Ymx, and Los Angeles. See M. Joan
McDermott, Rape Victimization in twenty-six American Cities, U.S.
Department of Justice, LEM, NCJ Information and Statistics Service,
1979.
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Figure 2
Rape and Family Income IIf Victim:
Two Nationwide Surveys
Sources: Criminal Victimiz.1tion in the United States, 1977, U.S. Department of Justice. LEAA. NCJ Information and Statistics SeIVice,
December 1979; and Criminal Victimization in the United States, 1978,
U.S. Department of Justice, LEAA, NCJ Information and Statistics
SeIVice. December 1980.
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tion studies after this period also show that rape victims primarily come
from lower-income families. However, an income of $10,000 per family is
no longer adequate in evaluating this relation because inflation must now
be taken into consideration. From 1977 to 1982, for instance, the poverty
threshold for a family offour increased almost 40 percent.
As indicated, this systematic trend is not the only one indicating the
importance of social class relations for the study of rape. Rapists usually
(but not always) pick victims with economic backgrounds that are similar
to their own (Amir, 1971:70, 91-92). When this choice is compared with
the disproportionate number of poorer victims, the implications are
equally significant. Furthermore, it is likely that the socioeconomic status
of most rapists is fairly similar to the status of most apprehended
offenders in all the other violent index crime categories. In other words,
the poor are highly overrepresented.
This likelihood becomes stronger when we consider the rapes that are
accompanied by theft. In the victimization study of twenty-six cities,
victims who were subject to completed rape reported that the attacker
stole money or other items of value or tried unsuccessfully to steal
something.30 Only 20 percent of the completed rapes of victims in the
lowest income category were accompanied by theft, presumably because
these victims possessed little of value. However, in a report that analyzes
this data for the twenty-six -city study, as many as 40 percent of the rapes
of women with incomes of $10,000 and more were accompanied by theft
(McDermott, 1979:28-29). Since robbers are not likely to be wealthy, even
women in higher income categories were raped by men from poorer
segments of society.
The personal resources and social conditions that enable women to
foil rapists are also structured by class relations, There are more "attempted rapes" than completed ones. Yet, the twenty-six-city victimization study shows that while 65 percent of the attacks on women in the
lowest income categOIY were not completed, as many as 92 percent ofthe
rapes of women in the highest income category were not completed. As a
result, when the completed rapes found by that sUIVey are isolated, they
show the effect of class relations to an even greater degree. That effect is
shown in Figure 3.
The findings of victimization studies, therefore, provide support for
causal interpretations of rape that link it, along with other index crimes,
to social class conditions. These findings do not support theories that
rely for their explanations on biological factors-the universal characteristics of men. If these universal theories were true, we would expect rape
to be much more prevalent than it is in higher income groups. Obviously,
then, although men, and not women, are rapists, victimization studies
suggest that rape cannot be reduced to gender relations alone. As
indicated, those studies emphasize the importance of the same social-
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Figure 3
Complel:ed Rapes and Family Income:
1974-75 Survey of Twel1lt:y-Six Cil:ies

class relations that affect other violent index crimes such as assault and
robbery. They provide evidence that the prevention of rape within the
United States is significantly tied to the "prevention of most common
crimes."
In our book, Rape and Inequality, we take note of these relations and
point out that the bourgeois feminist adoption of natural-law theories has
distracted people from realizing that rape is strongly influenced by
familiar social-class conditions. (Such conditions generate higher incidences of direct interpersonal violence among marginal members of the
labor force as well as among men whose livelihoods are based primarily
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on illegal activities such as pimping and robbery.) While making this
point, we grant that rape is also committed by bourgeois males and that it
erupts in wartime among sexist men from all classes, especially when
those men are infused with racial and national chauvinisms. At the same
time, however, we insist that the fallacy of attributing rape to the universal
characteristics of men has distracted attention from critical empirical
findings, and it has justified crime-fighting strategies that are objectively
no different from those advocated by the so-called Moral Majority. The
main point is that within the United States the incidence of rape is
strongly influenced by class relations, and even though some of the
mechanisms that encourage men from different classes are not known,
the incidence of this crime can be reduced enormously by affecting the
conditions oflife in poorer working-class communities.

CONCLUSION

We have said that moral outrage against the victimization of women is
easily channeled into law-and-order policies because the social sources
of violence against women cannot be observed directly. (These sources
are represented phenomenologically by the spontaneous actions of
individuals and not by the causal socioeconomic relations.) Law-andorder strategies are appealing partly because the behavior of violent men
appears to reflect a spontaneous expression of personal motives which,
therefore, merely call for individual repression. On one level of reality,
these appearances are valid: the acts ofthese men are indeed willful and
they are morally responsible for their crimes.
On another level of reality, however, the spontaneous appearance of
violence against women is not a valid guide to political action. Certainly
the increasing levels of repression which target this spontaneous appearance cannot prevent and, indeed, have not prevented further violence.
Consequently, people who are outraged by this violence have to come to
terms with its social foundations, even though these foundations can
only be grasped theoretically.
On this theoretical level, then, it is clear that nothing really significant
can be done about combating rape in the United States without considering the causes of violence in general and violent crime in particular. It is
equally clear that the prevention of rape today means fighting back to
reverse long-term government policies that create new generations of
violent men by making living conditions worse for poor people-especially for racially oppressed poor people. 31 The political legacies of the
Reagan and Bush administrations pose an even greater threat because
they escalate violence against women enormously by bringing about
other wars. Viewed in this way, the fight against rape must make common
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cause with the growing resistance to right-wing developments rather
than with reinforcing them.
The political times and the theoretical understanding of violence call
for a broadening of the strategies for the control and prevention of
violence against women. Women's groups pioneered in defending the
rights of victims in the justice system and community, and they encouraged self-defense strategies as well as increased convictions of rapists.
Nevertheless, even though these measures still have merit, they largely
represent individualistic solutions to criime control. Certainly strategies
that go beyond these solutions are needed more than ever before.
Also, while it is fruitless to debate whether most middle-class movements will ever transcend their class perspective toward violence, it is
appropriate to ask whether the "moral panics" about rape, recently being
directed by certain segments of the women's movement at pornographers, for example, are different from the conservative trends that are
determining justice policies in other areas of crime. In this regard, we
fully agree that pornographic enterprises should be punished for exploiting violent sexuality and for demeaning and preying on women and
children; but, there are political approaches to the problem of pornography that make no distinction between violent sexuality and other forms
of erotica, or between the rights of pornographers and the rights of
political dissenters. Brownmiller's work is only one example. It has a
markedly anti-civil libertarian stance, and it makes no distinction between the absolutist interpretation of the First Amendment (which was
adopted in recent decades when the Supreme Court originally permitted
these pornographers to operate) and the interpretations that protect
political dissent (which were originally advanced by the radicals who
framed the Bill of Rights). Such an approach to crime control is hardly
distinguishable from the law-and-order trends that have swept the
country during the last decade.
The advocates of these law-and-order trends have swindled the American people by promising them crime prevention that they have never
delivered. They have also made matters worse by encouraging the
repression of political dissent. Further, they have directed attention away
from serious consideration of crime-fighting policies aimed at improving
the conditions of life that especially oppress poor families-black, Hispanic, and white. Consequently, it is not inappropriate to question
whether the moral panics that are raised by people like Brownmiller will
do more to prevent rape than the militant working-class movements that
are struggling politically against the present mobilization for a new war
and against the steady deterioration offamily, work, and communal life. It
is time to recognize that rape is distributed in our social structure in
predictable ways and that rape as well as other violent crime is due to the
effects of structural conditions on people's lives. It is also time to integrate
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this recognition into our most significant standards for evaluating
whether feminist or nonfeminist movements are really doing something
to prevent violence against women. Surely the feminist movement has
raised the consciousness ofleft organizations regarding the oppression of
women, and surely it is not too late for feminist and nonfeminist
organizations to unite with working-class movements in a struggle
against sexual inequality and the conditions of exploitation that breed
violent crime against the most vulnerable segments of our population.

Nates
1 The phrase "social production," or "social labor," in this context refers to a woman's
participation in work (done singly or in a group) for use or appropriation by people
who are outside of her immediate household.
2 The level of violence can be affected independently of socioeconomic characteristics by
repeated aggression against a society from external sources.
3 However, under certain conditions, as we shall see, the intensification of violence
between male warriors can be due to other factors, and itself can effect sexual
inequality.
4 According to Monica Hunter (1961:135, 379-86), cattle raiding afforded an opportunity
for enterprising men to get rich quickly. Mpondo men also acquired wealth by serving
a chief, or wealthy man, and receiving in return the loan or gift of cattle. Wages could be
acquired through work in gold mines and on sugar plantations owned by European
corporations or settlers. Further, it is important to note that though Sacks classifies
only the Baganda as a class society, we are not sure about the absence of class relations
among the Mpondo. Hunter indicates that prior to annexation by the Union of South
Africa, the Mpondo chiefs had more cattle, land, and grain than other members of the
society, and they were wealthier than others. Her description of traditional economic
life suggests a stratification system based on wealth and political power which is partly
sustained by the labor of commoners. Such relations may be confined; nevertheless,
they do appear to represent incipient class developments.
5 The Kriges (1943:42) in this case are equating the word "economic" with the value of the
cattle in a competitive market, while the word "social" refers to the value of cattle for
integrating joint family groups into a network of reciprocal relations. Both cases,
however, actually involve socioeconomic relations, but of different types.
6 For instance, "a well marked characteristic of Lovedu society, one that clearly distinguishes it from the strictly patrilineal Zulu, Xhosa, and Pondo, is the importance of the
mother's side of the family," say the Kriges (1943:77).
7 The logic of this argument is derived from Engels.
8 Meillasoux (1980:198) provides insights into the articulated relations that conserve
pre capitalist formations and lead to their gradual rather than rapid decay. For an
excellent collection of articles on articulation relations, see Harold Wolpe (1980).
9 Material conditions such as these provide the material basis for women's organizations
that maintain or extend the status of women. In "Down to Gentility: Women in
Tanzania," the anthropologist James Brain suggests that during the precolonial period,
the favorable position of the Igbo women in Nigeria was based on their economic
success and trading and on their tightly organized women's groups. In addition, Brain
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describes how a "money economy" and Victorian bourgeois ethics contributed to the
deterioration of women's status in a Tanzanian resettlement program.
This discussion does not deal with the issue of the long-term effects due to participation in social production under capitalism. This participation provides a material base
for the economic and political organization of women, or men and women, which
affects women's position in society.
In the opening chapters of Capital, vol. I, Karl Marx indicates that because of
commodity fetishism, these relations appear to be different from what they are in
essence.
Rather than changes within or among similar socioeconomic formations, our concern
here is with the variation between different formations.
The form of Godelier's theory, in our opinion, is identical to structural functionalism.
For descriptions and criticisms of structural-functional justifications of inequality
(which use optimization functions of inegalitarian ism for "society"), see Schwendinger
and Schwendinger (1974).
For factual objections, see Leacock's criticism of the notion that women did not engage
in hunting. Leacock (1981:141) says, "The association of hunting, war, and masculine
assertiveness is not found among hunter-gatherers except, in a limited way, in
Australia. Instead, it characterizes horticultur·al societies in certain areas, notably
Melanesia and the Amazon lowlands." (The Mundurucu, who belong to the latter
group, will be taken up in Part II.)
Leacock (1981:142) also criticizes the idea that these male activities were, in the past,
more prestigious than the creation of new human beings. Finally, the old "activepassive" sexual distinction is implicated by Godelier's assumptions; and Leacock also
refutes this distinction. For the use of this antiquated distinction by early sociologists,
see our discussion entitled, "W. I. Thomas: Women Are Stationary-Men Are Mobile:
'Look! Jane, See Dick Run! Look! Dick, See Jane Hide!' " (Schwendinger and Schwendingel', 1974:315).
The files generally contain qualitative material, but since they are usually based on
works resulting from lengthy obselVation, they are not simple random impressions.
Unfortunately, other anthropological sources on the four tribes provide no information
specifically on rape. However, this lack of information does not negate the importance
of Turnbull's obselVation of no Mbuti rapes or of our general hypothesis about sexual
inequality, violence, and modes of production. SInce Uganda has a central government
(or at least a semblance of one after Idi Amin's dictatorship), statistics on rape may be
available. For instance, Turnbull's field study was published in 1965, and in that year,
there were 1,063 convictions in Uganda for rape, murder, and armed robbery (see
Allison Herrick et aI., Area Handbook for Uganda, 385.) The number of convictions,
however, is not very useful because they are grouped with other violent crimes and
apply to the country as a whole. Also, the actual amount of crimes is obviously much
higher than the number of convictions; and, moreover, these figures are very conselVative since, as Herrick et al. note (382), police in remote rural areas do not use formal
courts; nor do they report crimes to the central government. On the other hand, some
comparison may ultimately be possible regarding levels of violence, since rape, murder,
and armed robbery are far less frequent among the Mbuti.
Violations of tribal rules, disputed claims, and injuries are judged by male judges who
sit in the khoro, which is a kind of native court, although it does not enforce legal
statutes or dispense corporal punishment. A parallel system of authority over family
disputes and the allocation of compensation for various wrongs is centered around
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older women, especially "the cattle-linked sisters," who also present the dowry for
their daughters. Furthermore, the Kriges point out that the older sister is "the legal
'builder' of most houses in the country, [it is] she who 'cuts' cases arising within the
house and regulates the inheritance of goods and of widows." The role of the older
sister is fully recognized in khoro proceedings. In fact, in complicated cases the male
judges often postpone their decision again and again until she appears, and they rely
upon her to suggest a solution and to guarantee its being put into effect.
18 Roscoe's account appears to be filled with moral and European bias associated with

anthropologists who are also missionaries; however, even if we discount his accounts
of the frequency of violence, there remain enormous differences between the other
tribes and the Baganda.
19 On the other hand, the husband's own life may be at stake if the adulterer is powerful.

"If a peasant found that his chief was making love to his wife, he would pack up his
goods and leave the district by night lest he should be put to death on her account;
should his wife refuse to go with him, he would leave her behind," according to Roscoe
(1965:263--64).

20 Such variations include, for example, differences in violence and inequality within the
capitalist mode of production during stages involving the primitive accumulation of
capital and monopoly capital, or historical conjunctures involving bourgeois democracy
and fascism. Other refinements would consider whether a mode of production is based
on visible forms of exploitation, such as slavery, feudalism, or tributory modes, or on
forms that are not immediately apprehensible, such as capitalist commodity relations.
21 This reference to the Philippine Tiboli tribe is found in John Nance (1975).

22 For a fuller discussion of compensation, in relation to laws and custom about rape, see
Schwendinger and Schwendinger (1982).
23 However, one cannot overestimate the degree to which violence against women and
women's status changed with advanced forms of capitalism. Although personal
dependencies still flourish where power is tightly consolidated in the hands of single
individuals, for example, in civil bureaucracies or corporations, the growth of industrial
capital and working-class organizations has substantially undermined these relations
outside the family. Furthermore, as capitalism continued to develop, the feudal
doctrine of coverture and the legal right of husbands to administer corporal punishment in the United States have also fallen by the waySide. Today, while corporal
punishment remains a serious problem in its use, only customary supremacist
practices (not laws) justify corporal punishment for maintaining the wife's obedience
to patriarchal authority (Schwendinger and Schwendinger, 1982).
24 There are data indicating that these multiple rapes are frequently committed by
adolescents and young adults. McDermott (1979:13) reports that such rapes involve a
disproportionate number of younger victims and rapists. Almost 50 percent of the
victims of multiple rapes were between twelve and nineteen years old and 43 percent of
the total rapes and attempted rapes committed by multiple offenders included rapists
perceived to be under twenty-one years old.
25 Again, our interest here is in emphasizing the main socioeconomic trends. We are
certainly aware flum our own delinquency research that gang rapes are sometimes
committed by adolescents and young adults flum "middle-class" families.
26 Allegedly, rape is created by "laws of nature" which are fundamentally independent of
human will. For a discussion of natural-law conceptions, see Schwendinger and
Schwendinger (1974:7-14).
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27 The surveys may undercount rapes involving personal acquaintances, because victims

are reluctant to report such rapes to interviewers as well as to the police. However,
estimates from the San Jose study indicate that this undercount involves only a small
proportion of the rapes that are counted by the surveys (McDermott, 1979:3-4). When
we also consider that any undercount is distributed among the various income groups,
then the likelihood of finding actual distributions that are not skewed socioeconomically is small.
28 Because of its low frequency, there are reliability problems with rape victimization data.

However, for the pUIposes at hand, these problems are less relevant because the same
socioeconomic trend is found repeatedly by victimization surveys.
29 Since many women do not work, or work pal'1:-time, total family income is a better

indicator of the income of rape victims than their personal income.
30 The rate of theft for the attempted rapes was only 9 percent, but M. Joan McDermott's

(1979:25) analytic report suggests that this low rate occurs because "it is easier for the
offender to steal something when the rape is completed and the victim is less capable
of offering resistance. The reasons rape attacks are not completed-reasons such as
effective resistance, fighting or flight-may also be the reasons for the smaller proportion of thefts in attempted rape."
31 Systematic unemployment, chronic overcrowding, and violent life histories set the

stage for increases in rape that are found especially in racially oppressed communities.
A nationwide victimization survey comparing 1977 with 1978 found an increase in
stranger rape rates for black females, age n-velve and over, of 122.9 percent. The
comparative increase for white females was 9.1 percent (Criminal Victimization in the
U.S.: 1973-78 Trends, 1980).
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Editor'S Notes
1 In a critique of the Schwendingers' use of anthropological data, James Messerschmidt,
Capitalism, Patriarchy, and Crime (Totowa, NJ.: Rowman and Littlefield, 1986), 15-24,
points to studies of band and tribal societies in which women are subordinated and
their labor exploited, even though exchange relations are insignificant and distinct
classes other than those defined by gender do not exist.
Messerschmidt makes this point by showing that among the nomadic !Kung San, an
African people whom the Schwendingers discuss, men have somewhat higher status and
prestige than women, and their activities are more highly valued, even though their bands
are generally egalitarian in their gender relations. However, Edwin M. Wilmsen's recent
study, Land Filled with Flies: A Political Economy of the Kalahari (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1989) shows that the !Kung San cannot be regarded as a pristine survival of
an egalitarian band of hunter-gatherers. Not too long ago they were pastoralists as well as
hunters. They participated in extensive long-distance trade, and were dominated by
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neighboring peoples. The small degree of male superiority they exhibit may have been
due to these factors. If so, they are not an exception to the Schwendingers' analysis.
2 In arguing that rapists are drawn disproportionately fium the lower socioeconomic
strata, the Schwendingers cite official rape statistics based on arrests. Arrest statistics
have long been criticized for possible biases about the social background of criminals. In
the case of rape, these biases could be large. The Schwendingers note, however, that
indirect substantiation comes fium victimization surveys, which show that rape victimization occurs disproportionately to low-income women. Drawing on Menachem Amir's
finding that Philadelphia rapists tended to rape women of their own social class, the
Schwendingers argue that conclusions about the social backgrounds of rapists derived
fium arrest statistics may be valid. Amir's study, however, was restricted to officially
identified rapists and thus may be biased in the same way as arrest statistics.
Although the Schwendingers do not say much about race, victimization surveys
regarding the race of assailants provide some evidence regarding the extent of bias. These
surveys suggest that the ratio of white to black rapists in 1990 was approximately 1.45 to
1. (Precision is impossible here because published figures do not tell us enough about
episodes involving multiple rapists of mixed racial background.) In arrest statistics, the
corresponding ratio was 1.275 to 1 (Timothy J. Flanagan and Kathleen Maguire, eds.,
Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics, 1991 [Washington, D.C.: u.s. Department of
Justice, 1992], 303, 306, 444). Thus, arrest statistics may slightly exaggerate the percentage
of rapes committed by blacks. However, when one takes into account that whites greatly
outnumber blacks in the u.s. population, it is apparent fium either set of figures that
rapists are disproportionately black. Because there is a correlation between being black
and having low income in contemporary American society, it would not be possible for
this to be true and for socioeconomic status to be unrelated to rape.
This conclusion must be qualified in one respect. It is possible that victimization
surveys are themselves biased. Respondents may not regard sexual assault by a spouse
or acquaintance as rape, and so may fail to tell interviewers that they have been raped.
Episodes in which employers and supervisors coerce employees to give them sexual
favors, or in which medical practitioners molest patients, are even less likely to be
mentioned when an interviewer asks about a sexual attack. Nor will they appear in
arrest statistics. Thus arrest statistics and victimization surveys could both seriously
underestimate the extent of rape (or of coercive sex that is not technically rape)
committed by middle- and upper-class men.
Only recently have researchers begun to study these forms of coercive sex. However,
Diana Russell's study of marital rape found little evidence that it was related to a
husband's class position (Rape in Marriage [New York: Macmillan, 1982], 128-29).
Although education is an impeifect indicator of class position, it is noteworthy that in
her sample, 22 percent of husband-rapists had some college education, 20 percent
were college graduates, and 14 percent had post-graduate education. Russell's study, it
should be noted, was based on a single survey of women in one city (San Francisco),
and details of the procedures Russell used have been questioned. Clearly, further
research is desirable.
Even if it should turn out that Russell's conclusions regarding marital rape withstand
critical scrutiny, they do not impeach the Schwendingers' conclusions regarding extramarital rape. An exchange between James Messerschmidt and the Schwendingers on
these issues appeared in Social Justice 15, no. 1 (Spring 1988): 123-60. At the heart of their
debate is the question of the degree to which sexual subordination and superordination
can be explained in Marxist terms as the consequences of exploitative socioeconomic
relations, instead of having a dynamic of their own, as many feminists argue.
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